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CONSPECTUS: Rechargeable batteries are regarded as one of the most practical
electrochemical energy storage devices that are able to convert and store the
electrical energy generated from renewable resources, and they function as the key
power sources for electric vehicles and portable electronics. The ultimate goals for
electrochemical energy storage devices are high power and energy density, long
lifetime, and high safety. To achieve the above goals, researchers have tried to apply
various morphologies of nanomaterials as the electrodes to enhance the
electrochemical performance. Among them, one-dimensional (1D) materials
show unique superiorities, such as cross-linked structures for external stress
buﬀering and large draw ratios for internal stress dispersion. However, a
homogeneous single-component electrode material can hardly have the characteristics of high electronic/ionic conductivity and high stability in the electrochemical
environment simultaneously. Therefore, designing well-deﬁned functional 1D
hetero-nanostructures that combine the advantages and overcome the limitations of diﬀerent electrochemically active materials is
of great signiﬁcance.
This Account summarizes fabrication strategies for 1D hetero-nanostructures, including nucleation and growth, deposition, and
melt-casting and electrospinning. Besides, the chemical principles for each strategy are discussed. The nucleation and growth
strategy is suitable for growing and constructing 1D hetero-nanostructures of partial transition metal compounds, and the
experimental conditions for this strategy are relatively accessible. Deposition is a reliable strategy to synthesize 1D heteronanostructures by decorating functional layers on 1D substrate materials, on the condition that the preobtained substrate
materials must be stable in the following deposition process. The melt-casting strategy, in which 1D hetero-nanostructures are
synthesizes via a melting and molding process, is also widely used. Additionally, the main functions of 1D hetero-nanostructures
are summarized into four aspects and reviewed in detail. Appropriate surface modiﬁcation can eﬀectively restrain the structure
deterioration and the regeneration of the solid−electrolyte interphase layer caused by the volume change. A porous or
semihollow external conducting material coating provides advanced electron/ion bicontinuous transmission. Suitable atomic
heterogeneity in the crystal structure is beneﬁcial to the expansion and stabilization of the ion diﬀusion channels. Multiphaseassisted structural design is also an accessible way for the sulfur electrode material restriction. Moreover, some outlooks about the
further industrial production, more eﬀective and cheaper fabrication strategies, and new heterostructures with smaller-scale
composition are given in the last part. By providing an overview of fabrication methods and performance-enhancing mechanisms
of 1D hetero-nanostructured electrode materials, we hope to pave a new way to facile and eﬃcient construction of 1D heteronanostructures with practical utility.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since lithium ion batteries (LIBs) were commercialized by
Sony in 1991, “rocking chair”-type batteries have undergone
unprecedentedly rapid development in recent decades.1−3 To
meet the increasing demand for the functions of portable digital
products, electric vehicles, and grid energy storage systems,
researchers have used a variety of methods to improve the
performance of these batteries.4,5 As is well-known, the key
factor of battery performance is the ability of electrodes to store
metal cations.4,5 The factors that inﬂuence the (dis)charge time
(τ) are displayed in eq 1:6
τ=

L2
αD

eﬀective chemical diﬀusivity of neutral lithium in the electrode
materials. Thus, a shorter diﬀusion distance brings better
(dis)charging rate capability. To pursue the essential advantages
such as large electrode/electrolyte contact area and shortened
ion diﬀusion paths, nanosized electrode materials have become
a research hotspot for a long time.7−13
Among those nanomaterials, one-dimensional (1D) materials
exhibit particular superiorities. Their special structures, with
widths of less than 100 nm and lengths of several millimeters,
make them more suitable for application to electrochemical
nanodevices because this structure is easier to ﬁx onto a current
collector (Figure 1a).14−17 In addition, 1D nanomaterials are
easier to use in constructing interlaced ﬂexible membranes by

(1)

where L is the average particle radius or half-thickness, α is a
constant inﬂuenced by the materials parameters, and D is the
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Figure 1. Advantages of one-dimensional and heterogeneous structures in energy storage. (a) Schematic diagram of a single nanowire electrode
device design. (b) Nanowire membrane obtained via the suction ﬁltration method. (c) Von Mises stress distribution in an ellipsoid with aspect ratio
of 1.953 at the end of discharge. (d) Maximum von Mises stress during discharge for ellipsoids with various aspect ratios. (e) Schematic diagram of
enhanced electron transport in the active material. (f) Schematic of the formation of a solid−electrolyte interphase on silicon surfaces. Panel (a)
reproduced from ref 16. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. Panel (b) reproduced with permission from ref 19. Copyright 2016 the PCCP
Owner Societies. Panels (c) and (d) reproduced with permission from ref 20. Copyright 2007 The Electrochemical Society. Panel (e) reproduced
from ref 22. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. Panel (f) reproduced with permission from ref 10. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing
Group.

suction ﬁltration, promoting the development of ﬂexible energy
storage devices (Figure 1b).18,19 More importantly, for ion
storage, 1D nanomaterials show unique structural stability. The
stress distribution in the discharged elliptical particle was
simulated, and it was found that the von Mises stress is larger
around the equator (Figure 1c), which demonstrates that lathy
structures could beneﬁt the stress dispersion (Figure 1d).20
Thus, 1D nanomaterials are regarded as promising and eﬀective
ion storage materials.
Although some materials were fabricated into 1D nanostructures, they still suﬀered from the typical drawbacks of most
electrode materials. For instance, the intrinsic low electrical
conductivity of some materials cannot be improved by changing
their morphologies (Figure 1e).12,21 Besides, volume expansion
still exists in some conversion and alloying reaction-based
materials, even though they have been designed into 1D
nanostructures (Figure 1f).10,22 Moreover, some electrode
materials, such as sulfur, tend to dissolve in the electrolyte,
resulting in severe capacity fading.23 To solve these problems,
in recent years researchers have used various second phases to
decorate bare 1D materials to obtain better electrochemical
performances, and materials with coaxial or hierarchical 1D
hetero-nanostructures have been fabricated.24−31 In addition to
the superiorities inherited from the 1D nanostructures,
improved electrochemical kinetics and enhanced structure
stability are also obtained via synergetic eﬀects among multiple
components.24−26 Thus, synthesizing more advanced 1D
hetero-nanostructures in a controlled manner is signiﬁcant for
developing better batteries.
In this Account, fabrication strategies of 1D heteronanostructures are introduced from three aspects: heterogeneous nucleation and growth, deposition, and melt-casting and
electrospinning. The factors inﬂuencing the synthesis process

and the chemical principles of each strategy are discussed in
detail, aiming to inspire ideas for more advanced manufacturing
of 1D hetero-nanostructures. In addition, the eﬀects of
heterogeneous structures require a deeper understanding, and
the functions of 1D hetero-nanostructures are summarized and
reviewed. By providing an overview of fabrication methods and
performance-enhancing mechanisms of 1D hetero-nanostructured electrode materials, we hope to pave a new way to facile
and eﬃcient construction of 1D hetero-nanostructures with
practical utility. Finally, on the basis of the summaries and
discussions, some personal perspectives on the development
tendency of 1D hetero-nanostructured electrodes for rechargeable batteries are included.

2. DESIGNS AND PREPARATIONS
For decades, 1D hetero-nanostructured materials have been
studied and applied in various branches. More and more facile
and eﬀective synthetic methods have been developed in recent
years. Typical examples of these strategies and the key points
for regulating the structures are introduced in this section.
2.1. Nucleation and Growth

As a typical wet-chemistry method, nucleation and growth is
widely used for material preparation. To prepare 1D heteronanostructured materials, heterogeneous nucleation and growth
play an important role. When a solution is under a certain
degree of supersaturation or able to obtain energy from the
external environment, the precursor atoms in this solution will
condense to form nuclei.32 If the supersaturated solution
already contains stable nuclei, new material tends to grow on
the seed materials without another nucleation process. The
growth direction of the overgrown material depends on the
contact angle of lattices between the seed material and the
overgrown material.33 On the basis of the nucleation type, one951
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Figure 2. General synthetic methods for preparing 1D hetero-nanostructures. (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication steps and proposed
formation mechanism for the LVP/C-M-NWs. (b) SEM image of the LVP/C-M-NWs precursor. (c) TEM image of LVP/C-M-NWs. (d−f)
Construction schematic diagram of hierarchical MnMoO4/CoMoO4 nanowires (d) and the related SEM (e) and TEM (f) images. (g) Schematic
illustration of the fabrication process of SST-MPCs. (h) SEM image of the micropillar array coated by Pt. (i) SEM image of the array after
electrodeposition. (j−l) Schematics of the gradient electrospinning and controlled pyrolysis methods (j) and TEM images of the heterogeneous
LiV3O8/C (k) and Li3V2(PO4)3/C (l) nanowires. Panels (a−c) reproduced from ref 27. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. Panels (d−f)
reproduced with permission from ref 34. Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group. Panels (g−i) reproduced with permission from ref 36. Copyright
2015 John Wiley and Sons. Panels (j−l) reproduced with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2015 Nature Publishing Group.

(Figure 2b), while the organics from the surfactant were
composited in the nanowires. After crystallization of
Li3V2(PO4)3 and carbonization of the organics through
annealing, the LVP/C-M-NWs were formed (Figure 2c).
In many cases, the heterogeneous nucleation reaction may
not be as harmonious as the above example. If the nuclei form
severally and the prefabricated backbone material can remain
stable under the following second-phase growthe environment,
for better control of the morphology the growth processes had
better take place one by one. Our group designed and
fabricated hierarchical MnMoO4/CoMoO4 heterostructured
nanowires using a two-step nucleation and growth process
(Figure 2d−f).34 The MnMoO4 nanowire seed material was

step and multistep synthesis methods have been developed to
fabricate various 1D hetero-nanostructures.
When diﬀerent nuclei form synchronously, multiple phases
tend to be evenly distributed in the structure, preferring a onestep growth process. For example, Li3V2(PO4)3/carbon
mesoporous nanowires (LVP/C-M-NWs) were fabricated by
the one-step hydrothermal method (Figure 2a), which is an
eﬀective way to obtain enough nucleation energy from the
external environment.27 The raw salts and surfactant were
mixed in deionized water to form a Li3V2(PO4)3 homogeneous
colloid, in which the nuclei were formed and the initial growth
took place. Then the colloid solution was reacted under
hydrothermal conditions to grow the nanowire precursor
952
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Pt, always can hardly be uniformly grown on other substrates
via nucleation and growth but are stable in the monodisperse
state. Thus, deposition is a reliable strategy to synthesize 1D
hetero-nanostructures by decorating functional layers on 1D
substrate materials, on the condition that the preobtained
substrate materials must be stable in the following deposition
process.

prepared by a simple microemulsion method and dispersed
with CoCl2 and Na2MoO4 in a supersaturated solution, in
which the CoMoO4 self-assembled on the MnMoO4 nanowires
to minimize the surface energy. CoMoO4 continued to grow
along the CoMoO4 small crystals to form a hierarchical 1D
structure. During this synthesis process, CoMoO4 nuclei were
easily formed and loaded on the surface of the MnMoO4
nanowires with moderate outside conditions. The crystallographic orientation depends on the characteristics of the
materials themselves. It is worth mentioning that some
transition metal oxides (especially in the presence of elements
such as V, Mo, Ti, Mn, Co, and so on) are more facile to grow
along one certain direction.24−28 The advantage of this strategy
is the relatively accessible experimental conditions. However,
obtaining homogeneous and small-sized morphologies requires
multiple attempts to ﬁnd the appropriate reaction conditions
and experimental parameters.

2.3. Melt-Casting and Electrospinning

The above-mentioned fabrication methods for 1D heteronanostructures, such as liquid nucleation growth and deposition
methods, could be regarded as “inside-out” strategies, which
rely on delicate chemical reactions. In contrast, the “outside-in”
manufacturing method, known as “melt-casting”, is also widely
used to synthesize 1D heterostructures via a melting and
molding process. For the casting process, nanosized templates
with a 1D porous channel usually need to be provided. For
example, an anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membrane is one
of the most typical templates. Many 1D alloy and nonmetallic
heterogeneous nanowires have been synthesized using it as a
template, assisted by a melt-casting process. Zheng et al.30
designed a hollow sulfur/carbon (S/C) core/shell nanoﬁber via
polystyrene carbonization, sulfur infusion, and an AAO etching
process. The carbon nanotube shell is usually obtained using
high-temperature carbonization of the organic or CVD.37 Then
molten sulfur is incorporated into the carbon nanotubes by
heating the S/C mixture, which facilitates inﬁltration of molten
sulfur onto the internal surface of the carbon nanotubes.
Besides, SBA-15 and CMK-3 are widely used as templates to
construct 1D heterogeneous nanostructures via similar melt/
evaporation-casting or solvent evaporation-annealing methods,
such as amorphous red phosphorus embedded on ordered
mesoporous carbon38 and mesoporous Si@carbon core−shell
nanowires.39 This strategy was also used for molten lithium
infusion into porous nonconductive core/shell polyimide/ZnO
matrix nanowires.40
Electrospinning is also a process of solidifying liquid
materials to form wire morphologies, which can be regarded
as a general method to fabricate nanowires. For instance, our
group constructed layer-distributed nanowires by mixing low-,
middle-, and high-molecular-weight poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
and inorganic salts in the precursor solution for electrospinning
(Figure 2j−l).41 During the heating treatment, PVA with
diﬀerent molecular weights was pyrolyzed in turn, carrying with
it inorganic salts. After annealing in argon, the polymer was
carbonized to form a carbon nanotube skeleton, on which the
crystallized inorganic nanoparticles were attached with
mesoporous structures. Generally, electrospinning as a
progressive method has several advantages. For instance, length
and thickness can be adjusted by changing the reaction
parameters, and the component and concentration of the
precursor solution can also be controlled to form 1D
morphologies with diﬀerent secondary structures. With the
electrospinning apparatus being continuously improved, this
method may be popularized, and the samples may be produced
on a larger scale.

2.2. Deposition

As we know, not all substances can be obtained by nucleation
and growth in solutions. Also, uniformity of the morphologies
and contact between diﬀerent phases can hardly be ensured by
chemical reactions without elaborate design. Common
deposition methods, such as chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD), and atomic layer
deposition (ALD), are eﬀective ways to ﬁnely coat functional
materials on backbones to fabricate various coaxial 1D heteronanostructures. To carry out a deposition process, the
substrates or the template materials need to be obtained
primarily. CVD is usually used to coat carbon- and silicon-based
structures on the surface of the substrates. When the gas
molecules that participate in reactions are physically adsorbed
on the surface of the substrate, the reaction starts and the
crystal nuclei are formed. In contrast to heterogeneous
nucleation, this process occurs in a gaseous environment and
is a spontaneous chemical reaction, where the energy barriers
that must be overcome are not very high. Compared with CVD,
implementing ALD requires that the gas-phase precursors can
be chemically adsorbed on the surface of the basis material.
Nguyen et al.35 fabricated alumina-coated silicon-based nanowire arrays via a multistep deposition process combining
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and
ALD. Brieﬂy, silane (SiH4) was introduced with a ﬂow of H2 to
deposit on a nickel foam substrate, and NiSix nanowires were
grown. Then SiH4 was sequentially deposited to form an α-Si
layer on the surface of the NiSix nanowires. Finally,
trimethylaluminum and water were chosen as precursors, and
the NiSix−α-Si nanowires with an Al2O3 coating were obtained
via an ALD process.
Obviously, there are high requirements for the cost of
experimental facilities when implementing the methods
mentioned above. Except for those methods, electrodeposition
and sputtering are the other two deposition techniques, which
are relatively more accessible. Our group constructed all-solidstate spiral-shaped three-dimensional microcapacitors (SSTMPCs) through a multistep deposition process (Figure 2g).36
First, an SU-8 micropillar array was directly fabricated by the
electron-beam lithography technique. Then the Pt surface layer
was deposited by PVD, and the obtained micropillar array is
shown in Figure 2h. Afterward, ultrathin cobalt hydroxide and
manganese dioxide nanosheets were electrodeposited on the
3D current collectors in the Co(NO3)2·6H2O solution (Figure
2i). The substances of the coated layer, such as α-Si, Al2O3, and

3. MODIFICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
To this day, rechargeable batteries still suﬀer from some
drawbacks such as insuﬃcient capacity, low charge rate,
capacity fading, and so on. These electrochemical performances
mainly depend on the side reactions in the electrode materials.
Constructing functional heterostructures always solves some of
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the stubborn but signiﬁcant problems that severely restrict the
further development of rechargeable batteries. In this section,
mechanisms of four typical situations in which 1D heteronanostructures improve the electrochemical performance are
summarized and introduced in detail.
3.1. Structure Protection

The electrode materials for rechargeable batteries are usually
divided into intercalation, conversion, and alloying reaction
mechanisms. The ion storage process is always accompanied by
a nonnegligible volume change, especially in the latter two
reactions.10 In many battery systems, volume change is one of
the culprits leading to sharp capacity fading. For instance, after
reaction with Li+, ∼300% volume expansion occurs in SnO2.42
The volume expansion may give rise to serious structural
degradation, which blocks the continuous ion transmission.
Building stabilizing layers on the surface of active materials is
necessary for a repeated expansion/shrink process, especially
for alloying materials. For example, heterogeneous branched
core−shell SnO2−PANI nanorod arrays show much better
structure stability than bare SnO2 nanorods (Figure 3a).42 The
strong adhesion between the nanorod core and the conducting
polymer shell provides mechanical integrity, and the excessive
volume expansion after cycles is inhibited by the interaction
between the branches, as conﬁrmed by TEM results (Figure
3b,c). Other conducting polymers, such as PEDOT, were used
to stabilize V2O5 nanowires,21 and a carbon layer could also
keep TiO2 nanowires stable.24 It should be noted that the
decoration layer must have high electron and ion conductivity.
Large volume changes may also lead to breakup of the solid−
electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer formed on the surface of the
anode materials at low potential, and a new SEI layer tends to
be regenerated, which irreversibly consumes lots of cations,
resulting in low Coulombic eﬃciency in the initial cycles. To
solve this problem in manganese oxide, yolk−shell nanorods
with a manganese oxide core and carbon shell were constructed
by our group via a sol−gel method.43 The bare nanorods suﬀer
repeated breaking and formation of the SEI layer during
cycling, leading to thick SEI layers (Figure 3d). The cycling
performance shows very low capacity of the bare nanorod from
the second cycle, in stark contrast with the yolk−shell sample
(Figure 3e). After cycling, the impedance of the bare nanorods
increases obviously, mainly because of the formation of thick
SEI layers (Figure 3f). Oppositely, the decreased charge
transfer resistance of the yolk−shell sample indicates the
activation and improved kinetics of the reaction, further
demonstrating the enhanced structural stability. For instance,
Wu et al.10 designed a double-walled Si−SiOx nanotube, in
which the mechanical SiOx outer wall enables the formation of
a stable SEI. Meanwhile, the hollow void accommodates free
volume expansion/constriction of the silicon without mechanical breaking. These designs take advantage of the conﬁned
eﬀect of a mechanical clamping layer combined with the stress
buﬀer of the unique 1D structure, eﬀectively limiting the
fracture and loss of active materials and improving the reaction
kinetics, further realizing stable and fast ion storage.

Figure 3. Typical examples of structure protection in 1D heteronanostructures. (a) Schematic illustrations of heterogeneous branched
core−shell SnO2−PANI nanorod arrays during cycling. (b, c) TEM
images of bare SnO2 nanorod arrays (b) and heterogeneous branched
core−shell SnO2−PANI nanorod arrays (c) after 40 cycles. (d) Threedimensional views of a bare manganese oxide nanorod and a
manganese oxide/carbon yolk−shell nanorod during lithiation and
delithiation processes. (e) Cycling performances of yolk−shell
nanorods and bare nanorods at 200 mA g−1. (f) AC impedance
plots for yolk−shell nanorods and bare nanorods before and after rate
performance. Panels (a−c) reproduced with permission from ref 42.
Copyright 2014 Elsevier. Panels (d−f) reproduced from ref 43.
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

becomes a common strategy to solve this problem. However,
most of the electrically conductive layers are not favorable for
ionic conduction. In the design of heterostructures with
improved electrical conductivity, the ion transmission path
should not be blocked. Structures that provide electron/ion
bicontinuous transmission will be more advanced in ion
storage. Our group designed single MnO2/porous graphene
oxide (MnO2/pGO) wire-in-scroll electrochemical devices.17
The introduction of pores in graphene not only improved the
electrical conductivity of MnO2 but also increased the ion
diﬀusion coeﬃcient (Figure 4a). The TEM image of the
MnO2/pGO nanowire shows hexagonal pores with a pore
diameter of about 5 nm (Figure 4b). Compared with the
MnO2/pGO nanowire, the MnO2/nonporous reduced graphene (MnO2/rGO) sample exhibits lower capacitance at

3.2. Electron/Ion Bicontinuous Transport

As is well-known, most electrode materials suﬀer from poor
electrical conductivity, resulting in low capacity and low rate
capability. Enhancing the electrical conductivity of electrode
materials is undoubtedly an important research direction for
battery development. Coating conductive layers, such as carbon
materials and conducting polymers, on the active materials
954
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Figure 4. 1D hetero-nanostructures for electron/ion bicontinuous transmission. (a) Schematic illustrations of the MnO2/rGO and MnO2/pGO
single nanowire devices. (b) HRTEM image of the edge of a MnO2/pGO nanowire, showing pores in the material. (c) Plots of speciﬁc capacitance
vs scan rate for MnO2, MnO2/rGO, and MnO2/pGO single nanowire devices in 6 mol L−1 KOH. (d) Schematic of the V3O7 graphene scroll
nanoarchitecture with continuous electron and Li ion transfer channels. (e) SEM image of the V3O7 graphene scrolls, showing the semihollow
structure. (f) Galvanostatic discharge proﬁles of V3O7 graphene scrolls, V3O7 graphene composite, and pure V3O7 nanowires at 2.0 A g−1 tested
between 4 and 1.5 V. Panels (a−c) reproduced from ref 17. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. Panels (d−f) reproduced from ref 25.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Figure 5. Atomic 1D heterostructures for expanded and stabilized ion diﬀusion channels. (a) Schematic illustration of the lithium intercalation/
deintercalation process of MoO3 and Na−Mo−O for the initial cycles. (b, c) In situ XRD patterns of Na+-preintercalated MoO3 (b) and pristine
MoO3 (c) for the initial cycles. (d) Schematic representation of large alkali metal ion intercalation. (e) Illustration of the crystal structures of (left to
right) V2O5, A-V6O15 (A = Li, Na, K), and RbV3O8. (f) Cycling performance of A−V−O nanowires at a charge/discharge rate of 1.0 A g−1. (g) Rate
performances of A−V−O nanowires. Panels (a−c) reproduced with permission from ref 44. Copyright 2015 Elsevier. Panels (d−g) reproduced from
ref 45. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

diﬀerent scan rates (Figure 4c) because of the shielding eﬀect of
its decreased ion diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
Although pores in the graphene provide channels for ion
diﬀusion without degrading the rate of electron transport, the
contact area between the electrode material and the electrolyte

is still very limited. Thus, our group put forward another design
to construct the semihollow coaxial structure as a pioneer that
may substantially increase the active ion diﬀusion sites. For this
purpose, a kind of V3O7-nanowire-templated semihollow
bicontinuous graphene scroll architecture was fabricated
955
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Figure 6. 1D heterostructures for sulfur restriction. (a) Schematic of polymer-modiﬁed sulfur encapsulated in a carbon nanotube cathode and
corresponding ﬁrst-principles calculation of the bonding energy between the discharge products and the functional group on the polymer. (b)
Schematic of the structure and discharge−charge process of the SPANI-NT/S composite. (c) Discharge capacity and Coulombic eﬃciency of ITO−
C hybrid nanoﬁber electrodes at C/5. (d) Schematic of the MnO2@HCF/S electrode before (left) and after discharge (right). (e) Mechanism
showing the formation of thiosulfate on the surface of MnO2 by oxidation of initially formed polysulﬁde, concomitant with the reduction of Mn4+ to
Mn2+. Panel (a) reproduced from ref 47. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. Panel (b) reproduced with permission from ref 48. Copyright
2012 John Wiley & Sons. Panel (c) reproduced with permission from ref 49. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. Panel (d) reproduced with
permission from ref 50. Copyright 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Panel (e) reproduced with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2015 Nature
Publishing Group.

through an “oriented assembly and self-scroll” strategy.25 The
SEM image shows the clear semihollow structure (Figure 4e),
in which the electrolyte can inﬁltrate into the graphene layer
and better contact with the active material. In addition, the
semihollow structure provides a buﬀer space for volume
expansion when Li+ is intercalated (Figure 4d). From the
cycling performances (Figure 4f), the semihollow bicontinuous
V3O7 nanowire/graphene sample (VGS) exhibits higher
capacity than the ordinarily coated V3O7 nanowire/graphene
sample (VG) and the pure V3O7 nanowire sample (PV).
Compared with the samples tightly packed by the conductive
layer, the samples with enough contact area to the electrolyte
show better electrochemical performances. These results
demonstrate that it is important to ensure unobstructed ion
transmission paths while improving the electrical conductivity.

bond with the one-fold oxygen atoms and act as pillars to
stabilize the structure of α-MoO3, as shown in Figure 5a.44 In
situ XRD patterns of the Na+-preintercalated MoO3 sample
show that the (060) peak at around 38° shifts to lower angle
during the ﬁrst discharge process and returns back after charge,
though the shift becomes irreversible after several cycles
(Figure 5b). However, the same peak of the pristine MoO3
sample does not return to the initial position in the ﬁrst cycle
(Figure 5c). From these results it can be inferred that partial
Na+ between the interlayers is extracted accompanied by the
extraction of Li+, but the pillaring eﬀect of Na+ is weakened and
the layer spacing in the lithiated structure decreases after cycles.
Although the improvement only works for cycles, the positive
eﬀect of this strategy is undeniable.
Compared with the above transient eﬀect, our group chose
vanadium-based nanowires as the object, using alkali metal ions
(Li, Na, K, Rb) to intercalate into the materials (Figure 5d).45
The unit cell parameters reﬁned by Pawley ﬁtting show that K−
V−O provides the largest interlayer spacing, while the
preintercalation of Rb destroyed the initial structure (Figure
5e). On the basis of electrochemical tests, diﬀraction characterization, and calculations, it was found that the appropriate alkali
metal ion intercalation in the admissible layered structure can
avoid structure collapse, resulting in enhanced cyclability
(Figure 5f). In addition, the expanded lattice distance also
beneﬁts the rate capability (Figure 5g). Pomerantseva and
Gogotsi46 also regarded this strategy of chemical preintercalation of inorganic ions as another method that can improve
stability in cycle life tests. The above works conﬁrm that
constructing atomic heterogeneity is an eﬀective strategy that
fundamentally improves the properties of materials by changing

3.3. Expanded and Stabilized Ion Diﬀusion Channel by
Atomic Heterogeneity

In addition to common problems such as volume change and
low conductivity, the challenges intercalation materials face are
not just about the macroscopic problems on the outside. The
ion storage process in most cathode materials is always
dominated by the inside ion diﬀusion. The inﬂuence of the
inside diﬀusion on the electrochemical kinetics is no less than
that of the external problems. Improving the crystal structure
stability and expanding the ion diﬀusion channels of the existing
cathode materials are two main goals that can be achieved
through constructing atomic heterogeneity. For example, the
irreversible structure change of α-MoO3 during the charge−
discharge process always leads to its poor electrochemical
performance.44 Through Na+ preintercalation, the Na+ will
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and the growth of Li dendrites, have been solved via diﬀerent
eﬀects provided by constructed heterostructures. The mechanisms of these eﬀects have been illustrated in detail and may
provide theoretical bases for the breakthrough of developing
better electrodes in the near future.
Although some research achievements have been obtained in
constructing 1D hetero-nanostructured electrodes, the demand
for high-performance batteries will be much higher in the
future, which requires the ongoing advancement of electrode
materials. Current research achievements are not suﬃcient to
optimize these materials as mature products that can be
commercialized. There is still room for large improvements in
the development of better 1D hetero-nanostructured materials.
First, the compositing degree of various materials presently
remains at the macroscopic scale. The positive interactions take
eﬀect only at the interfaces between the diﬀerent phases, while
other positions do not beneﬁt from modiﬁcations. Thus, if the
substances can be composited at a molecular level, the
modiﬁcation eﬃciency may sharply increase. New fabrication
strategies for constructing heterogeneous materials at a smaller
scale must be explored and developed. Second, most fabrication
strategies can be mass-produced only with diﬃculty, which
limits the industrialization prospects of these materials. In the
coming decades, researchers must explore more eﬀective
fabrication methods or improve equipment to realize the
large-scale production of 1D hetero-nanostructured materials.
Additionally, choosing appropriate fabrication strategies that are
suitable for the corresponding materials is a shortcut to
obtaining products in large quantities at low cost. Third, the
mass loading of active materials in the composite structures
must still be increased, especially in the electrodes of Li−S
batteries. Developing novel hetero-nanostructures with high
mass loading is also a signiﬁcant research direction that will
sharply enhance the energy density of the whole battery.
Developing novel electrodes with advanced compositions and
structures to solve the drawbacks will always be desired but still
has a signiﬁcant way to go.

the internal chemical bonds in the crystal. It has great potential
for stabilizing and expanding the diﬀusion channels and
developing electrodes with high energy and power density.
3.4. Restriction of Electrode Dissolution

High-energy-density Li−S batteries are being intensively
studied for next-generation energy storage systems, but sulfur
cathodes are limited by several factors, such as dissolution of
polysulﬁde, the “shutting eﬀect”, and poor conductivity. The
solutions for these issues largely depend on deep surface
chemistry study and multiphase-assisted structural design.
Modiﬁed 1D carbon hosts with −OH groups or N/S doping
were designed to reduce dissolution of polysulﬁde through
polar−polar interactions based on polar surfaces. Zheng et al.47
introduced amphiphilic poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) to
modify the surface of carbon nanotubes, rendering strong
interactions between carbon surfaces and the polar LixS clusters
(Figure 6a). Xiao et al.48 used polyaniline (PAN) nanotubes to
realize sulfur encapsulation at the molecular level (Figure 6b).
In the sulfur infusion process, a fraction of elemental sulfur
reacts with PAN to form a cross-linked, structurally stable
sulfur−polyaniline (SPANI-NT) backbone with both intra- and
interchain disulﬁde bond interconnectivity. To achieve higher
discharge capacity and cycling stability, metal oxides and
sulﬁdes with intrinsic network polarity were employed to
encapsulate sulfur elements and more eﬀectively control the
adsorption and deposition of polysulﬁdes.49 Tin-doped indium
oxide nanoparticles with polar surfaces could spatially control
the nucleation and deposition of solid S/Li2S species and
enhance the redox kinetics of polysulﬁdes, resulting in
improved performance (Figure 6c).
Besides the polar−polar chemical interaction between hosts
and polysulﬁde, some probable mediators could be formed to
bind polysulﬁde and promote stable redox activity during the
discharge process. For example, MnO2@hollow carbon nanoﬁbers (MnO2@HCF) delivered a speciﬁc capacity of 1161 mA
h g−1 at 0.05C and maintained stable cycling performance at
0.5C over 300 cycles (Figure 6d).50 A new mechanism was
presented by Liang et al.51 and further veriﬁed in many oxide
hosts. Insoluble thiosulfate (S2O32−) as the mediator would be
formed on the MnO2 surface, resulting from the redox reaction
between the initially formed Li2Sx (4 ≤ x ≤ 8) and MnO2 at the
beginning of discharge (Figure 6e). Further reduction produces
polysulﬁdes that could be immediately catenated to form
intermediate polythionate complexes and shorter-chain polysulﬁdes by nucleophilic attack of S2O32−. Yu and co-workers
also designed polypyrrole−MnO2 coaxial nanotubes that
greatly restrain the shuttle eﬀect of polysulﬁdes through
chemisorption.52 Moreover, 1D heterogeneous nanostructures
as sulfur hosts also reduce volume expansion and improve the
electron conduction of active sulfur. For further commercial
applications, increasing the sulfur cathode loading is crucial.
Thus, utilizing the knitted advantages of 1D heteronanostructures to realize higher-density electrodes that
simultaneously relieve polysulﬁde dissolution should be
developed in the future.
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